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VOLUME C

College Scholarships
Attract E xcellence

Symposium
Commemorates
Anniversary

As a

By Douglas ChHcott
The 1983 school year marks the
tenth anniversary of Black Studies
at The College of Wooster. In observance of this anniversary. Black
Studies is hosting a symposium
entitled "Black Studies in the Academy: A Celebration." The symposium win be conducted November
20-2- 2.

.

qualities of student applicants

which often do not appear in other
Information. "We emphasize independence of mind, curiosity, willingness to engage in pursuit of
issues' where there are no clear
right or wrong answers.' clarity of
expression and thought , and thoroughness and attention to details
without missing the general issue
at stake." The essays are in two
sections. The initial portion of the

-

I

'

examination contains general

thought questions, whereas the second section is composed of many
questions covering numerous topics
of different disciplines to " choose
from.".- -

eat"--

took place at both Lowry
Kittredge dining halls during

and

din-

which went uncontested.
The victorious contested candidates are as follows: Julie Ferguson, President; John Helm an.
Mark McClurg, Chairman, Financial Affairs Committee;
and Brian Rodwin, Chairman,
Concerns Committee.
Their were also four winners who
ran unopposed, they were Tyrone
Williams, who ran for Treasurer;
Sarah BrowneU, who has now become Secretary; John Fernandez,
who is the new Chairman of the
Student Services Committee; and
-

Vice-Preside-

nt;

Soi-ci- al

Cyndi ' Green, who has become
Chairman of the Public Relations
Committee.

In past years elections were held
winter quarter and the elected members took over their posts at the
start of spring quarter. Due to the
change to the semester system, the
newly elected staff will begin their
terms at the start of spring semes- ter.
'

-

-
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For ten seniors and the director,
the appearance of the Marching
Scots last Saturday at Severance
Stadium was their last
They were recognized during the
pre-gaactivities. The march
"over the hill" was the last one for
Kathy Bleier, Barney Bristol, Barry Coleman, Jenni Macke, Ruth
McKee, Carol Pearson, Janet
ScheUhase, Ed Taylor and Jim
Ulrich.
Director Ling directed his first
Banner" in September 1949, and recalls that after the
game he was told by the Dean of
Women that he would have to get
rid of those "indecent majorette
skirts." His comment on that crisis
was that "it would be nice if all
problems were of that magnitude."
Last week's band show was
charted by Drum Major Tim Slater
and Chuck Craig, as a project of
their Instrumental Methods class.
The opening drill was based upon a
composition by the British composer William Walton entitled. "Globe
Playhouse Overture." The band
also played a short arrangement of
"Georgia on My Mind," featuring
me

"Star-Spangl-

ed

Affairr Don

Harward.com-mented,"Th-

e

students tested were
of top academic quality, so it is
quite positive that so many chose to
come to Wooster." Becky Wolffe, a
freshman recipient of a scholarship, stated: "The examination system here is good because it is
based oa more than just test
scores. The- essays give a better
indication of a student's ability to
perform." The questions on the
exam range from evaluating the
origins of political power to interpretations of the limits of Newtonian physics.
Continued on Page 4
-

--
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College Redefines

Church Relations

By Beth Mabel
On October 25, President Cope-lan- d
rf
and the Reverend II ark
affixed' their signatures 4 the""
Memorandum of Agreement between The College of Wooster and
Westminster Presbyterian Church,
thereby ending a full year of ad hoc
committees, negotiations and revisions. The document arose out of
the need on the part of both the
College and the Church to reassess
their relationship and is the result
of several committees' work and
many revisions. The Memorandum
was .approved by the Trustees at
their June 18C3 meeting, and by the
Session of Westminster at ', their
July meeting. At the last Trustee's
meeting, one final amendment was
made, enabling it to be signed.
-

-

.

Wen-"do-

.

And Director
"go-roun- d."

ner. Their were four positions

--

demic

tration. Said history professor Dr.
Erika Laquer," Getting together
with faculty and formulating trial
questions which we answer is wonderful.- Usually ypur. colleagues
never see your exams." After the
questions have been decided upon
the test is administered to the
students. Along with the written
exam an interview with a member
of the committee is required. "It la
a rare opportunity - to .engage . in
such intellectual dialogue in such a
short time period interviewing is
the best part of the program for
me. It's pleasing to see the students
I interviewed around campus,"
The document is the written,
stated Laquer.
Last year approximately 50 per-- , agreement between the Church and
cent of those offered awards (19 College describing the spirit and
trumpeter Dale Grubb, and Stuart students) accepted them. "It says purpose of their relationship, as
well as the resulting expectations
Ling's new trumpet trio "3 Pins 4" something about the experience
starring Grubb and trumpeters when such a high rate of those and responsibilities of each party.
Continued on Page
Wes Taylor and Chuck Craig. The
Pipe Band accompanied the Scottish Dancers (Janet ScheUhase,
Whitney Hinds, and Susan Simmons) and played a set of 68
marches under the leadership of
Pipe Major Mike Frank. The show
closed with the traditional "Scotland the Brave" exit, which has
become a real favorite with crowds
both home and away.
Beginning last Tuesday, the Scots
Band began concentrating on other
music and a number of upcoming
performances scheduled during the
concert season. They will play for
the state conference of the Ohio
Music Education Association in
Dayton next February and tour
southwestward during the spring
break, as wen as play two home
concerts. As an Innovation, this
year the band will share the Commencement Concert with the Wooster Chorus. Anyone interested in
After the Saturday morning convocation, parents, students aad professors
playing with the symphonic band
mingled around doughnuts and coffee in Lowry Center Pit. Photograph by
should see Dr. Ling without delay
."
David Simboli.
and arrange for an audition.

Band Careers
End for Seniors

Election
Results
11:00 Wednesday evening. Balloting

-

tested enroll at The College." said
Schilling. Vice President of Aca-

.Examination Committee is
:The
composed of faculty and adminis-

S.G.A.

The ' results from last Wednesday's Student Government Association (S.G.A) election came in at

By Emily Drage
result of the College's deter-

mination to continue and strengthen its tradition of academic excellence a freshman scholarship
program was developed last year.
Tomorrow, the first of this year's
sittings for The College Scholarship
Awards will be held.
The examination, designed by the
Vice President of Academic Affairs, the Admissions Office and the
faculty, attempts to capture the

Reviewing Black Studies' first
decade at The College, Dr. Yvonne
Williams, director of Black Studies,

discussed the program's origins
and developments: "Black Studies
was created In response to student
demand."
"Contrary to' popular belief,
Black Studies is not politically oriented, cutis dedicated to the building of a strong curriculum and
lending support to our students in
their political efforts." ;
Although the number of actual
Black Studies majors is not large,
Williams points out that the program reaches out and interests a
large number of students in various courses.
Black Studies was initially an
umbrella for all black activities on
campus. Eventually the expansion
of black affairs on campus spurred
the formation of the position of
Director of Black Student Affairs to
'..Continued on Page
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Are You Ignorant ?
mi
THMATT0T1&

Rswxrab k
Next Sunday you are cordially invited to a three day
anniversary celebration. The Black Studies symposium will
be held to commemorate 10 years of educational programs
designed to introduce or illustrate the black experience. This
is not "just another one of those awareness weeks;" but
rather a celebration of an important milestone in the liberal
arts curriculum. The symposium wil host professionals from
all over the country who will speak on the vital role black
studies departments play in higher education. For the
uninformed, this is a prime opportunity to gain understanding.
I traced my first black studies class back to about 10
years ago where I remember pinning up pictures of Harriet
Tubman, George Washington Carver, Benjamin Banneker
and Martin Luther King Jr. on a bulletin board entitled
"Great Negroes." Throughout my elementary and junior high
school years, I wrote three papers on Harriet Tubman and
four on Martin Luther King Jr.
The choice of black biographies was limited to approximately ten; the notion of blacks as professonals, leaders, and
artists just was not emphasized.
In social studies classes, we never once talked about why
blacks were seized as slaves; or why. after they were freed
they had to deal with violent racism; or why they were
politically, economically and socially oppressed. We only
learned that that was the way it was; and that Americanshad
realized their mistakes and had taken wonderful steps to
make everyone free and equal. The sad part is, I attended
schools that were thought to be highly progressive. It wasn't
until the latter part of my nigh school and early college years
that I began to understand the implications of ' black
oppression.
In 1973, Black Studies became a legitimate discipline
here at Wooster with the purpose of bridging the racial gap
through knowledge.. Many recognized that curriculum as a
vital part of a liberal education. Ten years later, we are still
faced with a campus where racism flourishes. Prejudice and
discriminationmay be expessed in less blatant ways; but they
still exist. The high black attrition rate as well as the
decrease in black enrollment can attest to this fact.
Several attempts by the students, administration and
faculty have been made to extinguish these attitudes. Just
this year, a report on the quality of black life was issued with
the Intent of helping faculty and administration become more
aware and perhaps more sensitive to the obstacles blacks
encounter on this campus. Last week. Campus Council passed
a revision in the Scots Key prohibiting "overtly biased
comments and use of racist humor as well as intimidation
and threatening behavioror assault on a person of the same
race or another..."
Although these measures are steps in the right direction,
they only address the irrational dimension of racism. Most of
the racist attitudes and behavior evident in this country are
based on sheer ignorance. Lack of exposue to unbiased black
history, absence of black role models and minimal recogni-tiono- f
black contributions have perpetuated this ignorance.
On campus, .efforts - have been made to remedy the
situation through seminars, classroom studies, awareness
weeks and informal discussions. Tremendous amounts of
time and energy have been poured into these events with the
- will
hopes that
participate. Perhaps they will
learn something new about the African-America- n
culture or
at least exanmine their own attitudes toward blacks.
Generally speaking, in the past only a handful of
have attended.
Already excuses of the poor timing of the symposium
have been floating around. 'Too close to Thanksgiving' and
:'the end of the semester islright around the corner' are the
two most common excuses I've heard. At this point in the
semester we are all burdened with papers, exams, dissertations, research
deadlines, committee meetings, budget cuts,. changes in the calendar, etc. We all are
.short on time to attend extra programs. In response to this
excuse, I quote Martin Luther King Jr. who said, "Time is
' neutral, people make change."
Sarah Simmons
non-blac-

ks

non-blac-

and-publishin-

ks

g

Freeze Defended

Editors:
This letter is in response to the
article by Warren Seidel concerning the freeze debate. Although he
professes to write on the debate
that took place in Douglass Lounge,
his arguments are totally unrelated
to the issues that the affirmative
and negative sides discussed during
.the debate. The debate was intended as a place to exchange ideas;
Mr. Seidel certainly seems to have
.

missed the boat since his article
simply expounds upon his personal
view of the issue.
He relates that in his eyes the
freeze supporters relied upon "myopic misrepresentation of history,
simplistic slogans and maudlin hyperbole." This is not the case. On
the contrary, the
team
supported all of its arguments with
documentation and conclusions
Continued on Page 12
pro-free- ze
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Proposed R egistra tion Editorial
Changes Questioned
Criticized
Editors:
This

they feel the need to drop an Editors:
Today. I took off my walkman
monetary or political grounds? I ll and put down my Spiderman comtell you on what principles they are icbook just for a moment to read
appealing to
ones that deal with the school newspaper. What the
such taboo subjects as priority and heck? First thing I read is an
seniority. What if decisios on ten- editorial criticizing my lifestyle.
ure were regulated in the same Maybe I am being a spoiled
"one semester down, one semester
freeloader, but it just
up" process which Dr. Harward doesn't seem too worthwhile to
has proposed for registration? Ri- walk around with a fist In the air
diculous as this idea may seem, it saying 'no nukes, yankee im per alhelps to point out the hypocritical ls ts go home, Lebanon is for the
nature of some of our own adminis- Lebanese, etc.. rather, lets get
trators. I think that before our together some time and pound a
administration can adopt such prin- few beers in front of the tube
ciples for us the students, they maybe well get lucky and see our
must begin by reviewing some of favorite Life cereal ad.
Continued on Page 12
Continued on Page 12

letter is in response to the equally competent professor on

administrations proposed plan to
revise current registration proce-dur- s.
As a senior who has persevered through many long and arduous years of sometimes tedious
classwork, Junior I.S., and Senior
I.S., I find this latest administrative ploy to be a slap in the face of
all concerned upperclassmen.
I was once told that the main
purpose behind a strong liberal arts
edcuation was to prepare the individual student for the outside world
the real world. Well if this is
indeed the case, then I'm afraid
that the administrators in our own
little corner of Utopia have once
again grossly missed the mark with
this, their latest proposal.
Don Harward asks, "On what
educational principles are we appealing to in giving seniors priority?" Well, the best way I can think
of putting this idea of "principles"
into a nice healthy perspective, is
by taking it one step further; to the
administrative level. On what principles are administrators appealing
to when they grant tenure to a
professor? On what principles are
administrators appealing to when

Student Rebuts
Story
Fire
After reading the
October 28th
article on the front page of the
Voice entitled "Holden Fire Causes
Evacuation," I felt compelled to
write a letter to the editors to
provide some insight about the
incident. As a resident of Second L.
a signed witness to a statement,
and a personal friend of the occupants and individuals who extinguished the fire. I feel that a great
injustice has been executed by the
obviously uninformed Phil Under-cuffle-r.

As a reporter, Mr.
should know the importance of
investigating a story and writing
Continued on Page 12
Undt-rcuffle-r
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New Literary

Soup
And

NEWS
DIGEST

Facet

Magazine Formed

BY ADAM DUDSIC
will you be doing next

rived in July, he immediately proBy CHRIS LUSE
Professor Michael Allen, the new- posed that the new publication have
Thursday, November 177 Perhaps
est member of the College of Woos-ter- 's a much wider base "which' would
you will be taking a test, handing in
or
English Department was the have a fulltime staff, a faculty
to
going
classes
a paper,
catalyst for the development of a advisor and be used to teach people
backed by the Syrians, have spread perhaps you will Join with half a
new program for creative writing about contemporary literature.'' At ..
through Tripoli and Lebanon. The million other Americans in The
World
at The College. When Professor that time, the concept of the WooHarvest
10th Fast for a
U.S. urged Syria to restrain them."
'
Allen arrived at Wooster to initiate ster Review was born.
The Fast is sponsored by Oxfam
selves and their partians, when
new
of
goals
the
The
Immediate
acurged
program,
proposed
he
internationally
the
an
military
America,
news came of the Syrian
the founding of a new literary publication were to "open it to good
going on alert Miitary officials claimed organisation. Oxfam
publication to supplant the old This- writers, not just in Wooster, but
denied that there was a U.S. plan to America describes itself as a noninternational
tle. In an interview with Dr. Allen, across the country, including high
escalaprofit
an
attack Syria in case of
p
he characterized the Thistle as a schools and professional writers."
tion. In Beirut, U.S. aircraft flew organization which funds
"vanity press" which simply ca- The new publication would have a
reconnaissance missions for possi- development programs in Asia, Afto a small, select number of permanent staff which would be a
also
is
tered
FightIt
America.
Latin
and
ble future retaliation raids.
rica
people
and which didn't make an presence en campus, and sponsor
educating
Americans
ing flared up near Beirut airport, dedicated to
impact on the campus as a whole. readings from visiting authors;
causing its shut down. The Syrian-backe- d about the causes of hunger. Oxfam
The Thistle was "basically un- "There are many good 'writers who
rebels had succeeded in is the agency to which money:
n
cave
Vlmrt
Doa
Harvard
don't command great fees- which
VW
Pt
program
4c
changed in 14 years, a
Soup
Bread
driving Arafat's forces from camps saved in the
pedal eoavoeatka tor parents on SatoH show with little support," re- are available" said Allen. The adaround Tripoli with numerous cas- is sent to help fund current projects day morning.
Photograph by David Sim-- 1
marked Dr. Allen. When Allen ar-- ministration accepted Professor At- ualties.
BOO.
Continued on Page
ten's proposal and assigned it a
at(Tyre) A suicide terrorist
budget of over $8,000 a year. The
tack, similar to the earlier assaults
project got off the ground early in
;on tne U.5. Marines ana jrrencn
year, a staff was formed; with
the
paratroopers, killed at least 30
Senior David Means,
Israeli soldiers, destroying an Iseditor of the Thistle , and Junior
raeli command post in Tyre, LebaAn ambi--- :
Chris Lose as
non. In addition, several PLO and
of events was forma--:
Lebanese prisoners were killed.
Utedfthe first part of which is the
The attack Friday evoked immediarrival of Brian 0Nefl, the Editor ;
ate promises of reprisals from the
of
the College English publication,
Israeli government; Defense Minisa
'fiber
thread.
of
diameter
the
sweeps
England.
for
a talk and forum on November
in
chimney
By
Jones
Susan
in
"murder
ter Arens called it
photocamera,
special
Using
a
'
17.
O'Neill has been published in
aoinpotential
a
cure
She
the
discussed
fighter-bombeis
future
the
How
in
far
broad daylight" Israeli
graphs must be taken which hope the"-- Yile Review, the Antlocb Re
to snip
hammered PLO and Syri- for cancer? This is a question of tv of such hvdrocarbonsmolecule
of 1 fully will reveal important structurview and the Nation. In the spring
an positions hours afterward, but universal interest probably result- the long double helical
information.
semester,
wmcn
al
the English Department
acia;
(deoxyribonucleic
DNA
incurring
the
of
were unable to strike back directly ing from fear
Beyond these challenges ' Postel wanted to hive "several good writcode.
at the Shiite Moslem radical groups disease or from frustration with the bears a specific genetic recom-bine commented, "If the structure is ers" among the "Wooster "Alumni '
then
which claimed responsibility. The difficulty in obtaining conclusive These detached pieces
way.
Jumbling
then determined the question still come to participate In the Wooster
attempt
a
to
different
in
an
In
death toll from the blast reached scientific data.
Literary Festival, which is March
which had been remains of how or if these complexover 60 as new bodies were recov- address this question researchers the information
es are capable of decreasing the 28 and
said ProfewoAlLe&
arranged.
sequentially
to
undergraduate
the
work
from
ered.. In Geneva, Druse leader
replication.;
aluiaM
fidelity
;
DNA
of
jUnong
the
to.be sked,re
cnemisxry
professor
of
week's
This
Assistant
leveL
Jumblatt walked out of the peace the doctorate
The perplexities associated with Ron Wallace,' who ha .'written two
B. Pett
talks, after a dispute with Lebanese visit of Dr. Jenny Pickworth dus- at The College, Dr. Virginia
the pursuit of a cancer cure are books of poetry and written a book
ker, Professor of Biochemistry and shares Dr. Glusker's research in present
President GemayeL
here at The College as well, on Henrr James; Deb Bnrnham,
crystallography
Canin
for
terests
The
Institute
Biophysics
at
(Grenada) The commander of
institutions, but hopeful- who is the. Associate Editor, of the
as
in
other
afof
cnemicais
Philadelphia,
interaction
and
the
the U.S. ground forces in Grenada cer Research in
ly
through
the patient and persist- Americas Poetry.-- . Review,' and
Wooto
came
experts
DNA.
Dr.
Pett
with
of
interaction
the
forded
will
soldiers
said that American
two-yeof scientists a positive Steve Donaldson, whd'has been
ent
research
following
a
1981
ster
over
the
in
scientists
amateur
and
stay on the island until the threat of
to
answer
initial question is not published in the American :Poetrr
the
the
at
appointment
canpostdoctoral
cause
a Cuban-le- d
counterattack nas topic of chemicals that
- faraway.
specmcaisne
is
Because
institute.
cer.
uConilnued on Page $''"
released
have
officials
U.S.
passed.
The puzzle of cancer has plagued ly interested in the possibility of
more documents seised in Grenada
showing military links with the scientists for decades, but the fu- carcinogenesis through the interac
is
USSR. Cuba and North Vietnam ture point at which the pieces will tion of metal ions witn dna, sne
area
Conflicting reports on the discovery all fit together is still uncertain, conducting research in this study
of a mass grave containing the according to Glusker. "We can't via a continuing independent
chemistry
bodies of former Prime Minister say how far in the future a cure for project aided by senior
sne
explained
know
Greg
PosteL
major
we
dont
is,
because
cancer
Bishop and other victims of the
tne
coup have been denied by govern- what breakthroughs will be coming that a research grant through enaSociety
Chemical
American
in
"Scientists
explained,
She
Conup."
a
of
Members
officials.
ment
delegation virology, chemical carcinogenesis, bled her to buy the. chemicals
gressional
project
told Grenadian officials that U.S immunology and chemoprevention necessary to begin 10the
milligrams
troops would be expected to leave must an come together before a According to Postel
of the dinucleotides with which they
"within weeks." Weapons were cure can be found."
Glusker received her D. Phfl. are working cost about $80. The
seised from Soviet diplomats who
in carcinogenisis
had attempted to smuggle them from Oxford, where she worked interest in metals
incidence of
higher
the
arose
Nobel
HodgUn,
Prize
from
Dorothy
aboard U.S. planes evacuating with
Recipient for vitamin B12 and pen- lung cancer among chromate plant
them.
- (Washington)
The House icillin structure determina-tkm- s. workers in comparison with the
defense-spendiGlusker utilizes the technique general population, Postel said.
1984
cleared a fiscal
The purpose of this project is to
diffraction to study the
vote, totall of
3
budget by a
if any possibility exists
to
related
determine
molecules
of
structures
12.1
ing 1247.2 billion. This includes
interacts with
on
whereby
chromium
based
technique
is
billionfor the first MX missiles, and cancer. This
have wave- genetic code transmission in DNA.
18.2 billion for the first B-- i bom the fact that
to the spacing The major goal is to grow a crystal
bers. Meanwhile. Donald Rumsfeld lengths comparable
complex to
crystal.
From the of a
a
on
has accepted Reagan's appoint- of atoms of markings on the
picture determine the sites on the DNA
ment of a new envoy to the Mid- intensity
molecule at which chromium binds.
from the diffracted
East replacing McFarlane. Also, obtained
Top Artists! Maos Labels!
positions
the
possible
Pett and Postel are utilizing a
to
deduce
covert aid to Nicaraguan rebels it is
diffusion technique in an
was approved by the Senate, totall- of atoms in very complex mole- vapor
Maay, Maajr M
attempt to form crystals. The neing S19 million, which was twice cules.
r Early fp
for
environment
Glusa
of
sterile
cessity
to
of
interest
molecules
The
almost halted by the House. A UJS.
minthe
as
well
growth
crystal
are
at
which
Judge ordered Attorney General ker include carcinogens,
comute size of these crystals add more
Smith to investigate whether Rea defined as eancer-causin- g analogues,
Great Gift Ideas '
enchallenge to their work.
B12
pounds,
vitamin
gan has violated the Neutrality Act
crystals
working
with
are
"We
enzyme
mechanisms.
in supporting tne reoeis. Mier m zymes and
research deals the size of a pin head so mounting
Cot Tour Farorites at Els; IHacotmtel
the week, the Senate approved the Much of her current hydrocarbons
them can be a problem and sneezwith polyeyelic
funds for the MX missiles.
semeswhole
a
destroy
could
which
ing
(Washington) A holiday honor (chains of carbon atoms
said PosteL
ing Martin Luther King Jr. was form many rings) such as those ter's worth of work."
grown
la
crystal
a
it must
Once
smoke.
occur
which
tobacco
in
Reagan
created when President
carcino- match ud to many specifications
signed a bin he had initially op- - According to Glusker the
.
nosed, citing the -- holiday for the genic . nature -- of -- such compounds such as shape, color, and transparency. cThen the tiny m ass mustjbe. iv
y slain civil rightsrleader would Tpe waflr st reeogfrixed mlTO through
vi ll.hirhilBortality rate of .cLildrenl mounted perpendicularly on glass
unduly ezpenatveA iVx 'i
What
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(Beirut) Clashes between PLO
factions, led by Arafat and rebels
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The Internationalist
Meeting of East and West
BY DEAN HUNT
This week the Internationalist
welcomes Ramin Abharr, a tresh-ma-n
from Iran. Ramin now makes
bis home in Stony Point, New
Jersey, where be has lived since
coming to the United States four
years ago. Ramin' s interest in Per-

people from all over the empire
from India to Egypt to Greece
into Persepolis. The detailed reliefs
of people of different nationalities
and races giving gifts to the King
cover many of the walls in the

palace.
As was typical of Assyrian and
sian art and architecture has led
him to write today's column on the Persian palace complexes, the palace at Persepolis was built on top'
Palace otPersepolis.
of a huge limestone platform. On
BY RAMIN ABHARJ
When Alexander the Great one side two sets of 111 easy stone
stepped into Persepolis in 331 B.C., steps led to the top. On this terrace
he had just defeated the largest there are ruins of enormous buildempire in the world. The celebra- ings polished to the consistency of
tion that followed was a massive marble. The column in one area of
one. While Alexander was drunk, the palace, known as the hall of
one of the Persian slave girls dared hundred columns, is 12 diameters
him to destroy the palace. He high; compare this to the Greeks,
burned it virtually into ashes. They which never exceeded 3V diamesay he regretted that for the rest of ters. In some parts there are influences of the Ionian style of capihis life.
tnmmim
fcstiiMw!iiTii
mf niiiiMiiiiiiii, iir iwn
The palace at Persepolis was one tals, but generally the capitals of
op by representatives and the
the columns are disguised as a pair For the third public debate forum sponsored by the Debate Club, Issue One was taken
of the greatest architectural come
One side were Wayne County-Judgaudience (Issue One pushed to move the drinking age up to a). Representing the
plexes of the ancient world. The of sculptured bull beads.
Chuck Ryan. Photograph by
Galster
George
and
were
One
Professor
against
and
Tom
Issue
Hetrick;
O'Farrell
ruins of it in Southwest Iran don't
It is the joining of eastern Frani Jantsen.
'
what it once stood and western styles of art and archifail to
tecture. This was symbolic of an
for.
Although the administrative capi- empire powerful enough to unite
tals of Persia were in Babylon and rather than divide Its downfall is
Susa at the time, Persepolis was symbolic of a division between east
Continued from Page 1
promise." Additional awards of
applicant for admission.
always the cultural centre. The and west which has only been
competiby
and $1,000 per year are also
the
chosen
Schilling stressed,"Exam days
Students
New Year's Day ceremonies on the intensified ever since.
$8,500 per offered. Said Harward'Recipients add considerably to the understandof
awards
receive
tion
first day of spring used to bring
year for four years. The awards demonstrate independence of mind ing of The College of Wooster.
"recognize significant intellectual and curiosity.
Candidates have the opportunity to
Winners of the awards are chosen meet faculty, current students and
achievement and unusual academic
oa the basis of a two part written other candidates for the scholarexamination and interview as well ship." Expressing her views on
as high school records and per- learning about Wooster and what It
formance on the SAT or ACT exam- has to offer. Dr. Laquer eonclud-ed,"Th- e
"Ainsn
inations. To apply for scholarship
scholarship program realHOKE
awards students must participate ly shows the depth and breadth of
COOXING"
BT CHXIS LOSE
in one of four sittings and be an The College and Its overall attribplaces its nest at the base of trees
The adaptability of bird physioloutes." gy and the various methods by aecordinc to winds and the morn
Family Style Dining
which nesting birds ensure the ing sun. Dr. Kern informed the
' Trmk Bated OoOi Dafty
survival of their offspring in the audience.
Dr. Kern presented three case
face of hostile and changing environments, was the subject of the studies to illustrate the different
Far AS
convocation address Tuesday by uses of the nest and nesting proceProfessor Michael Kern of the Biol- dures to adapt to different environZ
ogy Department One of the first ments. In the ease of the Hawaiian
CLOBKDSUN
OfW HON
ft IHAXKflKHVtNO
two separate nestmethods mentioned by Dr. Kern is
with
nests
ing
and
seen: one in the
to
procedures
are
insulate
ventilate
:
Des Dutch Essenhaus
feathers, as used by the
west or humid tropical rain forests
176 N. Market St.
Grosbeak, which uses a and another in the cooler mountain
Shreve
loose pile of sticks in its warm slopes. In the rain forests, the nests
habitat in the Southeastern U.S., are porous and high in the tree to
while the Common Red pole uses allow drying. In the cooler mounfeathers to keep eggs warm in its tains, lichen is used as a lining. The
d
colder northern home. The main
Stilts of the Great
function of nests are usually to Salt Lake sit constantly on the
provide a constant equitable tem- nests after dripping in the lake to
perature for the incubating eggs, combat the great dry heat, using
said Professor Kern.
the water to cool the eggs. "The
One widespread method of heat- birds shift on and off the nests very
ing is. of course, sitting on the quickly, taking maybe 40 different
eggs. But how, exactly, is the heat shifts a day, and going back to the
of the body efficiently transferred? lake," said Dr. Kern.
who build long,
The underlying skin of many birds,
The
said Kern is of "very thin texture, narrow nests, face a different probwith loose feathers underneath, lem. They don't build nests, but
which molt during the mating sea- chambers which soon become filled
son." The skin is enlarged with with waste products and various
vessels, becomes puffy and bacteria and Insects.' This causes
for Men and Women : blood
loose, molding to the egg "like a the atmosphere of the confined
:
Styling and Haircuts
bottle." The skin also has chamber to become filled with C02
endings, which al- and ammonia, which could be ponerve
sensitive
I lows the bird to prevent the break- tentially dangerous to the young.
ing of the egg, and also monitoring The chamber is kept ventilated by
j the temperature. The skin can also having the entrance facing into the
be used to cool the egg. The con- prevailing winds at an angle, effecstant movement of the position of tively forcing a flow of air throughthe egg in the nest and the parent out the chamber. More important262-316- 6
bird's position on the egg helps to ly, the narrow tunnel causes the
keep the eggs warm. The Great movement of the adult birds
Tite,
for instance, increases time through it to push air into the
j
418 N.
on the egg as the outside tempera- chamber, and the foul air out.
ture drops. Hummingbirds build "These are few among the many
The College's "family" Barber. I their nests under shade to decrease lneenkuis solutions to the Droblema I
?
the beating of - the eggr .dJrUisf- - trftafcfuildi- - thatMiaver been
n
vwfaw
Sparrow discovered," concluded Kern.
midday. The
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Photography Symposium
Twentieth Century Photography: The Social and Political Context, a photographic
symposium, will be held Nov. 8 at the college. The symposium is being held in conjunction
with a Margret Bourke-Whit- e
exhibit in Frick running until Nov. 21.
Speaking and exhibiting their works in the symposium will be. photographers, an art
historian, college professor, and authors. On Monday at 4 p.m., Tim Trace will speak on "The
Influence of Context on Photographic Interpretation." Sally Stlen, who has just completed her
doctoral studies with Allan Trachtenburg and has been an ardent feminist in the New York
area will speak on "The Rhetoric of the Colorful and the Colorless in the 30's Visual Culture,"
at 11 a.m. in Convocation. Also on Tuesday, November 15, there will be a reception for the
guest speakers in the Art Museum from
p.m. which is open to the college community.
Beth Lewis, an art historian, will be speaking on "Photo Journalism in Weimar,
Germany," at 4 p.m. Wednesday. On Thursday at 4, Celia Jordan, who is an assistant
professor at the University of Illinois, will present a lecture titled "Survey of Contemporary
Color Photography." Closing the symposium on Friday at 4 p.m., Allan Sekula, professor of the
dept. of film at Ohio State University will give a lecture titled "Documentary Photo and Social
Control."
.
Tim Trace and Celia Jordan are currently exhibiting their works in the McKenzle
gallery. All lectures and receptions are open to the public.

THIS WEEK
IN WOOSTER

14-1-

Public Affairs Hour: Looking out for number one;
Occupational Cancer Epidemic";
Age of
Genetic Confrontation: Hazards on the Job" 11:00 a.m.
College Bowl final team registration, Lowry Center
Lobby, Lunch and Dinner.
Ichabod's Happy Hour 4:00 to 6:00 p.m.
Film: Octopussy, Mateer, $1.00, at 7:00 and 9:30 p.m."
Dance Marathon at Ichabod's 24 hours 4:00 p.m.
Saturday 12 November '83
WCWS
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Film: OctODUSSV. Mateer. SI. 00. at 7:00 and 9:30 in.m.
Dance Marathon Continued for 24 hours.
Ichabod's 10:00 to 2:00 p.m.

Mackenzie Gallery Reviewed
'

By

Franz Jantzen

This column is written in address to the photographic symposium taking place next week a
the College of Wooster, and the fact that the works of two color photographers. Cells Jordan an
Timothy Tracz are now being exibited in MacKensie Gallery in the Severence Art Buikding. Tracz is
lecturing Monday at 4:00 p.m. and Jordan will speak on Thursday at 4:00 p.m.. Both will bi
speaking in the Frick Art Museum.
Color photography is a relatively new development. Only in the early 1950s did Eastman
Kodak introduce Ektachrome slide film for general public use. Even these show that the problems
of permanency were not yet solved,as all of these slides have lost all of their blue and yellow dyesj
i
lawwvi i
vi i j
ill iqc.
J iivnf
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although the color image Is still delicate and has a tendency to fade if left Injjght
nowever, ineir nave Deen
many attemts to give color to
e
pictures by
means of directly hand-tintin- g
i i.
photo- the
grapghs with oil colors. Adding
cold fascinated photographers
ever since Its enormous popu
1

1

1 1

black-and-whit-

black-and-whi-

te

larity began

In the late 1830s.
The difference between mon
ochrome and polychrome photography Is this. While a camera and lens are used in both to
focus the image upon the film,
in
the negative
is made by silver being exposed when the light strikes the
film, from light gray to black,
depending on what is lightest
and darkest in the original
scene. With color, when the
film is exposed, what is struck
are the three primary color
dyes; red, yellow and blue
What is blue, for instance, in
the original scene, will leaveon-l- y
blue in the final print, and
the yellow and red dyes will
wash out with development.
While the silver has had a
definite grain structure, the
dye has none, and is, by com
parison textureless.
lT'i ' '
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- Of monochrome
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color; one of the first was Alfred Stleglltz in the early 1900s. Near the end of Edward Weston's life
he was offered free film and paper by the Kodak Company, with which he chose to do a series of 8 3
10 inch color contact orlnt nf Pntnt i
have all worked with color. Ansel Adams has been very impresses with Edwin Land's Poloroid
in tutor ana in
, .
though, has been
mis interest,
..
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reDroducable silver neaatives. It is innifi-n- t
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and
eventually
all
printing!
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working
returned
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In photographic circles therehas been much discussion concerning the possibility of true!
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SERMON: Wrestling with God, Laura Geller, Westmins
10:30 a.m. DISCUSSION: "Racism and

ter Church,

Anti-Semitism-

LECTURE: 'The Influence of Context on Photographic

Interpretation," Tim Tracz, Assistant Professor of Photography, Burlington Community College, New Jersey. This is the
opening event in the symposium on 20th Century Photogra-

phy: The Social and Political Context. Art Museum Lecture
Room, 4 p.m.
' FILM: The Love of Jeanne Nye, Germany, 1927. Directed
by G.W. Pabst, a love story set In Paris and the Crimea
during the Civil War, In which the love of a French bourgeois
girl and a young Russian communist is thwarted by an
unscrupulous adventurer. Pabst is eloquent In expressing the
psychology of the individuals concerned. Mateer Auditorium,
7:30p.m..
Wrestling with the Bible: Torah as
Collective Dream Rabbi Laura Geller, Babcock Lounge, 8
MINI-COURS-

--

E:

7--

DISCUSSION: The Religious Responsibility to Repair the
Broken World, Geller, Andrews Hall, 9:30 p.m.

"CoTivoclmON:

The Rhetoric of the Colorful and the"
Colorless in 30's Visual Culture, Sally Stein, American
Studies, Yale University, Mateer Auditorium, 11 a.m. RECEPTION: Art Museum, 4 p.m.- Wrestling with the Bible (cont.). Rabbi
Laura Geller, Babcock International House Lounge, 8 p.m.
DISCUSSION: The Pressures of College Life, Rabbi
Laura Geller, Douglass Lounge,, 9: 30 p.m.
--

MINI-COURS-

E:

7--

tCTUKfc: Pnoto Journalism in Weimar Germany, Beth
of Art, Art . Museum Lecture Room, 4

Lewis, Department

p.m.

.

Wrestling with the Bible (cont.), Babcock Lounge, 8 p.m. Rabbi Laura Geller.
FILM: Coup de Torchon, Mateer Auditorium, 7:30 p.m.
DISCUSSION: Intimate Relationships: Breaking Through
Stereotypes of One Another. Rabbi 'Laura Geller, Holden
Hall, 9 p.m.
MINI-COURS-

E:

7--

.

DISCUSSION AND REFRESHMENTS: Everything You
Always Wanted to Ask A Rabbi, Rabbi Laura Geller,
1;
Babcock Hall Lounge, 11 a.m.
LECTURE: Survey of Contemporary Color Photography,
Celia Jordan, University of Illinois, Art Museum Lecture
Room, 4 p.m.
LECTUREDEMONSTRATION : Black Heritage, Jazz
artist Roy Ayers (SAB should supply you with full information for this one). McGaw Chapel, 8:15 p.nv
-

photographers, such as Paul Strand, have taken the dogmatic view that color is not even!

?yrafh. is; translated,

his point is understood. As Andrew Hathaway has stated!
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Being a photographer, I have developed opinions on the artistic possibilities of color: TherJ
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Rabbi Laura Geller, Wagner Hall; 9 p.m.
Film Matinee: Octopussy. Mateer, $1.00, at 1:30 p.m.

LECTURE : Documentary Photo and Social Control,
Allan Sekula, Ohio State University, Art Museum Lecture
Room, 4 p.m.

-

-

Argua is the Arts and Culture guide to The Wooster Voice. Submissions to
p.m. on the Sunday before publication.
the calendar must be in by
Submissions may be placed in the Arts and Culture box in the Voice office, or
sent to Box 2UE Jnpulrtes. itaoflld.be nde
Bth Keremao at Ext. ttSli
inecaienaaris enipuea oy usan ipse, v - i, - ft
--
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Reviewt

Argus???

m

Continued from Page

.

The most powerful color photographer I have seen Is
Joel Meyerowitz, whose Images
of St. Louis and Cape Cod do
Indeed have power and grace,
the color breathtaking at times
must be
In Its richness. It

Notice:
It has come to our attention that The New York Times
has a weekly supplement titled The Guide. So as not to cause
The Times too much competition, we have changed the
name of The Wooster Voice arts and culture weekly to

Argus.
come to mean an alert
Argus In modern English-ha- s
person or guardian taken from the giant In Greek mythology
who had a hundred eyes and saw all.
We will not discuss the fact that Argus was killed by
Hermes when lulled to sleep by an ancient intoxicating
beverage. Thank you.
Any submissions to the Augus calendar 'This Week in
Wooster are welcome. The calendar Is meant to compile all
campus social and Intellectual activities, therefore submissions ranging from art exhibits to section parties will be
accepted. Also, organizational reviews and previews will be
accepted with no guarantee of publication.
All submissions should be sent to Elizabeth Koreman,
Box 2037 by the Sunday before the issue in which they are to
be printed. All submissions must be typed and double
spaced.
.
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cliche Is "not In the best
By Grant Stevenson
On the positive side, a cliche ests of the security" of the
is a pithy statement that College of Wooster student.
politicians
wastes not and wants not. A cliche is what
say
they
Johnwhen
Glenn
like
the
"Is
a
cliche
Sometimes
are at a loss for words. A cliche
hobgoblin of small minds."
On the negative side, in a is a symptom of
college English paper a cliche disease.
A cliche Is also a very, very.
Is an exercise in utter futility.
A cliche is a nasty old devil very repetitious and trite word.
that pops up In your writing What is a cliche? do not iook
when you least, expect it. A at me, look It up.
Inter-
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Lowry 250-5The Wooster Inn.
Dinner,
at
5:30pm Traditional Shabbat
through Mark
Cost is $5.00 and Reservations must be made
'
1.

ke

u'-.vHerzberg at Extension 2649.
8:0Opm Rabbi Geller will deliver the sermon at The
Kensseth Israel Temple on Cleveland Ave. (next to Smith's
"
.r--.
Market).
Sunday, 13 November 19S3 McGaw Chapel
10:30am Sermon: ."Wrestling with
(Liturgy designed by "Women and Religion" students).
Noon Brunch Discussion of Service with Rabbi eelier at
the Women's Spirituality Table, in the faculty lounge. ..
9:00pm Wagner Dorm' Discussion: "Racism and
.'

--

.

JJPj
--.- i.J.

?"

in 1971 Rabbi Geiier recivea
an A.B. In religious studies
with honors from Brown University. Geller reclved her ordi(
'i nation from The Hebrew Union
College In 1974. Laura Geller Is
,jrm
i on the executive board or rne
Central Conference of American Rabbis and the editorial
board of "Menorah," a Jewish
Journal. She is also serving on
advisory board of the Jew
the
:
ish. Women's Resource Center,
and Is a Member of the task
force of on Women in Rabbinate, C.C.A.R.
Among the articals wrlten by
Rabbi Laura Geller are "Single
and Jewish:, Toward a New'
Definition ,of Completion" ."i
, Is - Expressed In I
"Modesty
a
lviany rasnions, H ana an oni-- i
Rabbi Laura Geller
I
on Jewish Feminism. ?.
book
a
cal in
The followlna Is Rabbi Geller's Itinerary for her stay at.
the college, all activities are open to the public: and free
except where noted:
Friday, 11 November IfO
Noon "Can a Feminist be Religious?," Women's Table,
soon-to-be-publlsh-
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college student, whose only momentary
ask, could such things happen toXWan ordinary
might
. t
tat
9
X.
a I aL' w WAAL - aT rAllAnA. CllnCKT Aft
V
care In the world is to STruggie nis way mrougn w m
Lowry Center food, and hopefully get a well rounded education In the process? The answer is
and
simple
last Friday night I briefly assumed the role of one of the college s -most famed
,
,
party
bartender.
college
that of the
sought after individuals
drinking, party
All of the recent claptrap centering round the all too familiar issues of my
twinkles In
lose
prematurely
me
floors has all but made
contracts, and
notes; for
ew
mi
a
for
conspiracy
controversy
and
forget
about
us
So
let
a porcelain telephone.
momentarily
us
ways.
Let
levity Is the answer we so desperately seek to amend our faded
now that's something
divert our attention Into a new arena of college existence. Bartending
simple existence;
artendeSllr have to worry about such menial things. It's a fairly
they become
mornent
a
brief
they serve drinks to hoards of Inebriated Individuals and for
quite
appeal.
It's
entwined. In the sinewy web of mass psychological
chosen and whose thirst willf be
bartender, I suppose. Dictating on the whim whose cup will be
satiatedTln andf Itself, must be an awesome feeling of power. But where does newfound
""
'
'
friendship come Into play here?
you
them on occasion but wft
hi to 1k.
You know the kind of people who you meet once, you say tl
Friday
When
friends?
your
real
being
as
them
don't really know them well enough to consider
kinds of people who
""f,
and Saturday nights eventually roll around, those are the
a brew before the new guy
acquiring
hopes
of
way to rekindle long forgotten friendship In
"ffj:.
(who, by the way. Is also battling for your friendship) does. Such is the saga o
typically
Some brief excerpts from a conversation between a typical bartender and
Inebriated Individual at a typical college party:
u. v my
Inebriated Individual hoping to acquire a beer : Hey. what's up? (The ceiling, the sky,
a

e,

'

recognized that, while photo
graphy is young; color
photography is considerably
younger. There are no masters
yet. I do agree, however, that
color is simply distracting. It
tends to be picturesque, and
can easily become as complicate and visually scattered as
rococo ornamentation. Just as
a painting lacks the optical
exactness of the photograph, so
does the photograph lack the
color of a painting (except In

....iiu trf

t

painting.

thru Friday, November 17.
Last Wednesday evening Rabbi Geller gave her Introductory address, "Beyond the father: a Jewish view", and on
the
Thursday spoke at the Religious Studies Table on Tofundamentally
question, "Is Christianity
day, at noon. The Rabbi is to speak at the Womea's Table In
is, "Can a feminist.be
the DroDOsed I topic
inwrv 950-s-, i.
I
Theologian-in-resldenc-

- BY MAC SQUIER
mnra frUnrf than I could handle last Friday Jiight..
at how
Thinking of myself as being somewhat ofan amiable fellow to begin with, I was amazed
you
now,
But
evening.
one
ust
short
In
raany converts lumped on to my friendship bandwagon
-.

sure most painters would say

the same thing about tnein

Rabbi Laura Geller, Director of the University of
Southern California Hillel Foundation, arrived at the College
last Wednsday. November 9, 1983. The Rabbl wlll be the

Time Out of Mind
Popularity and Bartending
"-

te

Andrew Goldman and Amy

By

-

rir

DiacK-ana-whi-

Rabbi Gel lar Is Theologian
Langer

1

V

project them and paint In the
spaces. As most
photographers say when
asked when they will graduate
to color; monochrome photog
raphy is a vastly unending ana
more challenalna creative en- -

anti-semitic-

What is a cliche?
hoof-in-mou-

the case of the super-realispainters, who try to blend both,
consistently coming up with
useless nothings). The lack of
one somehow gives the other
Infinite strength in Its creative
expressiveness. Color photography blends both, too, though In
a much purer, way than the
super-realistwho use photographs in the first place and

G-d- ",

i
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Anti-Semitism- "..

:

.

.

9:00am

Judaism

Noon

-

Taifs "Communities of Faith" class. "Reformed
Pros and Cons." Kauke U
.

Raltt's "Biblical

Studies:

Hebrew. Bible"

class'How do Jews Read The Bible?' Kauke 1.
"Wrestling with the Bible: Torah as
7:00pm
Collective Dream," Babcock Lounge.
9:30pm Andrew's Dorm Dlsscusslon: "The Religious
Mini-Cours-

e:

1

.

on amidst the din of obnoxiously loud new wave muslc).
IIHTAAB: Hey. remember that class we had together a while back?

--

;

.

v:v,v:
,
Bartender: Sure, here
AnS'Sich
c7the bartender. A poor lost soul who wonders why everyone Is being
UnlSrtunately
fob as
for him. these newly found friendships will soon turn outhangover
so nlceto him
Long
the
last
quenched.
after
kindly
so
shX lived as the buzzes on the people he has
has been recovered from, all that has transpired will have
r it
ne w. .n w
: But. alas, the poora Dartenoer
vl,
i.rT
peer.
was hi brlel status as human
.
J;'.
" r f
may never know.
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11:00am

.

BurneWsnhWucttono 'omen's

class, 'Being a Women In a Patrlachal Institution

-

.

.
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v

WIsrner'omen'aTIdng"

Yrs9r?

M

;

class "Experl-enceso- f
1:00pm
T
? T
a Woman Rabbi Kauke 4." ' 7:00pm MlnKCourse continued In Babcock Lounge. "
9:30pm Douglass Dorm Discussion: "The Pressures of
V ,:;.':'
- .
College Life."
'i;;'

Yealljl guess so, coildrln'ltwas.ov-:thnyou hardly
to be
meant
but
individual
inebriated
by
even
etome then. (Interpreted as sarcasm the
lot how It Is? (Deviously trying to skirt the Issue of
UHTAAB Yeah, well you
cop
I
a brew? (Handing the bartender a mug the size of New
could
sincerity) Do you think
v
York City).
i: V"; r I
,
you go ... pal.
. ,
Bartend

C

Responsibility to Repair the Broken World."

.

;

201.

Studies"
Kauke

-

.

e
continued In Babcock Lounge.
7:00pm
9:00pm Holden Dorm Discussion: "Intimate Relation.
ships: Breaking Through Stereotypes of One 'Another.',

'

Mini-Cours-
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11:00amy3n$l
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New Arrival
8 lbs 12 ounces
It's a Boy!!!
Anton Michael
Congratulations
You are a Mom
Joyce

IX
II I

Heavy
Metal
p

Be-Bo-

By

JDCox III

The first thing that drew my
attention to this week's album
was its title: Heavy Metal Be
Bop. Even the most over-rate- d
musical zilch of a listener
knows that "bebop" and
"heavymetal" suggest two relH
atively irreconcilable genres of
music. They disagree in arj
rangement, rhythm, purpose J
audience, and the talent re
quired of musicians. HoweverJ
the Brecker Brothers Band hasl
created something resemlbing
a middle ground.
Heavy metal tends to be ag-- l

gresive, abrasive, rebellious,

and exploding with energy. The
"Brothers" perform In the' contexts of avant-gard- e
jazz and

jazzrock fusion while investthe aforementioned
heavy-meta- l
tendancies; The

igating

sax the - trumpet, the rhythm
changes, and the multiple harmonies are there, but are used
to kick the notes around Instead
of caresing them. The most
demonstrative example of this
approach is the song "Funky
Sea, Funky Dew" (a parody of
monkey see, monkey do),
where they jam a phrase In
avant-gardthen jam , it In
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The band is now simply
and "Squids" are essentially
jazz, with some heavy-meta-l
called The Houserockers and
some personnel changes have
aggresion thrown in.
The two Brecker brothers are been made around leader Joe
Michael (electric and tenor Grushecky, but they have sursax) and Randy (trumpet and vived. On Cracking Under
electric trumpet). Terry Bozzio Pressure, Grushecky has re
is their fast, technical drum- turned to familiar themes of
mer who has a good feel for his urban anxiety; he sings for
beat but a little lax on the people who have been displaced
creative end. Neil Jason plays by the. collapse of industrial
a "funky", percussive bass for society and are fighting to sur
the band. Barry Flnnerty does vive. On the title track he
the guitar work, and moves the sings: "I can't pay the rentI
tune excellently when given the don't got no
reigns. However, the Breckers me feel like cracking ... under
use him primarily to represent pressure."
In past albums Gushecky's
the heavy-metinfluence and
try to keep the control with faith in sweat and hard work
their horns. Judging by Barry's was unshaken, raw effort could
performance on other albums, always wrest victory from the
he could do a lot for the band if ashes. Songs like, "We're Not
Dead Yet", defied the world
given more freedom. .
For the ACDChfans out and, "Rock Ola", saw rock 'n'
there; this is a chance' to listen roll as a way to make it right.
to real music and still get your To Grushecky rock and roll
aggressive lollies out, and for was an escape, but you still had
people with musical taste, this to play by the rules of life; if
is a masterful, pleasing treatise you played hard, . you would
between two opposing musical find success.
However, playing excellent
genres.
material for all it is worth
means very little In the world
of American popular music. In
self-respectMak-

es
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Cracking
Under

"Cracking Under Pressure'
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"'S.A.B. TRIPS

mini

There are four weekends left until the end of the
semester. The following trips are being offered by the Dean's
Office and Student Activities Board for the next four
weekends:
Saturday, Nov. 19
Take the van to Cleveland-Hopkin- s
airport and pick up the RTA to any number of stops available
such as Brookpark, Public Square, Shaker Square, Coventry,
University Circle, etc. RTA maps are available in the SAB
office for anyone signing up for this trip. Leave Lowry 9 a.m.,
return by 6 p.m.
Friday, Nov. 25
Are you going to be on campus over
Thanksgiving break?? If so, take advantage of this big sale
day. The day after Thanksgiving "we will be running a trip to
Beachwood Place, Coventry and. Randall Park Mall. Excellent shopping and probably lots of sales! 11 Leave Lowry 9
a.m., return to Woo by 6 p.m.
Saturday, Dec. 3
Returning to University Circle ...
Enjoy a day of fine museums and pleasant surroundings. If
you prefer, utilize the RTA and avail yourselves of the
Cleveland Public Library andor downtown Cleveland. Also
remember that Case Western Reserve abuts University
Circle and is very much within walking distance. Leave
Lowry 9 a.m., return to Woo by 6 p.m.:
Saturday, " Dec. 10
Egad
last minute Christmas
shopping! Don't panic! Here's a chance before you go home.
There will be a trip to Belden Village and surrounding shops.
A grand day to enjoy the decorations, scents and festive
mood of Christmas while completing your last minute .
shopping. Leave Woo at 9 a.m, return by 6 p.m.

Grushecky seems to make con
cessions to a commercial
sound; synthesizers have been
worked Into the arrangements
and The Houserockers full
There is room on all of these trips. We do ask, however, ff
sound has been streamlined.
By Drew VandeCreek
something
comes up and you cannot make the trip you signed
The songs themselves, howev
- The Iron City Houserockers
stop down and scratch your name off the list so
up
for,
please
jazzrock (heavy-metal- )
fusion. were America's premier, if un- er, cling to the grim, pressur
someone, else might be able to go. Sign-up- s
can be done
This is a comparison of a known, rock 'n' roll band. Na- ized outlook of previous al
10 and 4 p.m. in the SAB office (across
weekdays
between
traditional style to their tives of Pittsburgh, they laid bums. It seems that even on a from Mom's).
"heavy-meta- l
style. down a sound as mean and hot more commercial effort Gru
The rest of the album doesn't as the town's reputation. Crit- shecky cannot abandon the
show such dramatic, obvious ics went crazy, gushing super- forces which motivate him.
contrast, but is built on their latives, and other musicians
The album opens with Its
new style, the integration of the looked forward to jamming happiest number, "Rock and
4
two genres.
with The Houserockers and Roll Heart," which begins with
I m in
The album's main fault is their
lovenew start I ve got
sound.
"East River", a tune that is In a time when Journey, a girl with a rock and roll
Tj rtiririi Pert '
kn Impact globally.
merely heavy-metwith some Styx, and other supergroups heart." The sound is stripped- 17,
College
would Lie to wtl
;oveiter
3
tie
g
sax and trumpet thrown in. In have dominated the rock scene down power guitar and a
trrse, U to share this experi :ce witi tie
Vcr-'-- r,
ttst
cf
tie
f:r
,
contrast, songs like "Sponge with music which Is meaningrhythm section; the rr-- - :t I :y
enrt, ia a Clack Forum Commi.tee cf SAB ea
less in the scope of rock histo- effect Is a joyous affirmation of
ry, the Houserockers played rock 'n' roll as more than El c:15 p.ri. lit. Aycrs v, -- 1 present
j
J
ALTERATIONS
trail: ' traces
the old style: hard and blues- music, as something that can ta!:: r, , r : "tr"
J: t
'
- i . 4i r
forge
l
"new
& SEWING REPAIRS
U
j
However,
starts."
I
like.
. the
radio and
e- -J
:
tlues.
;
'
i
t
i
Under Pressure is
A 410 East 2 North St. jG the fans ignored them. Some of Cracking by
l
songs of hard
the most authentic rock 'n' roll dominated
j only a 5 mlnut walk from tha collegal
of recent times may have dis- lives, such as the title track
and "Breaking Point," and
I appeared without a trace.
I
1 r y
H!3
songs of affirmation and resto; . ; , i
.3 I . .13 17
ration such as "Rock and Roll
Rl-Heart" and "Soul Rockin' ". To
i such
Tir-or- a
:
!
The Houserockers rock 'n' roll
1
I
i - :re, CI
1
offers a chance at escape from
cf
a I i a
.: 2
the trap of the working life
through sheer catharsis and
ii c.:" l is szr- - : 2
moments of triumph in the
- Seminars Now Forming J'"-.rr.
: f :'3 r.-- i
defiance of the music Itself.
tv:3L
il
rial a
University Test Preparation
The hard life that Grushecky
s tl:-- ".
tha vzy. I ceII it
sings about has taken its toll on
Service, Inc.
U evirywhire."
1
j
;
: t":t
the band, but they have made a
i
30700 Telegraph. Suite 2501
i
i
x
".:
.;a
t
.
i
new start. Cracking Under
Birmingham, Michigan 48010
:
1 t a c
I
r
l
Is
lay'
Pressure Joe Grushecky
it!
In ClevelandAkron call:
V. ....
I
I'.
ing out the facts of life, as
ii i
i..iJ
(216)
.
:
3
.
..;:3tj,
much for himself as for us, and
f .
.
,:-- ,.
V t
The Finest in Test Preparation Since 1977
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fighting back.
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Wooster Review

Soup And...
Continued from Page

such at: repair of printing presses
for a national adult literacy program in Mali; training and support
for village health projects in the
remote Kedougou region of Senes.
gal; assistance to displaced
Including emergency aid.
community health, family relocation and food production projects in
El Salvador.
The purpose of the Fast is to
educate people and to raise money
for projects like those listed above.
The primary goal of the Fast on
campus next Thursday win be con-

War II, yet at the same time
remain relatively unconcerned

about the constant crimes against
715 mm ion yearly?
Poverty and hunger are no accident, and neither are they problems that have nothing to do with
those of us who do not directly
experience their effects. Poverty
and hunger are the consequence of
social injustice and that is something which affects us alL We are
whether
all guilty of supporting
actively, through, apathy, or In
economic, political
ignorance
and religious systems that operate
without justice. Fasting is not necessarily a can to primitive asceticism, but rather a can to be
actively concerned far others. It is
an outward, concrete demonstration of our inward determination to
"loose the bonds of wickedness, to
undo the thongs of the yoke, and let
the oppressed go free. To sow
righteousness and reap the fruit of
(Isaiah 58:1-1steadfast love.

Salva-doran-

sciousness raising. (Information
about world hunger and the Fast
will be available at a table in
Lowry Center next Tuesday and
Wednesday). Among the facts to be

pondered is that this year at least
15 million people will die of

hunger-relate-

Continued from Page I
Review. The Wooster Literary Fes

as these? Why, for instance, do we
live in a world outraged by the
murder of 12 million people in
concentration camps during World

I

d

causes
that's approximately one every 2.1 seconds, 1713
per hour, over 41,000 a day! Can
you Imagine a number of people
equal to the number of students
here at the College, dying each
hour for a year? Further, more
than half of these will be children
under the age of five. Another 700
million people in Asia, Africa and
Latin America will live in abject
poverty. So much for the facts.
Many of you have probably heard
them all before. But how many of
you have ever stopped to really
consider the reasons for facts such

POO

miss

tival win also include the awarding
of prizes for fiction and poetry by
the Wooster Review and others.
Mass announcements are being
sent out by the Wooster Review to
high schools across the state for the
Ohio Writing Prize, in which the
top three submissions for poetry
and prose will be awarded cash
prizes (first place being $100) at
the Wooster literary Festival.
A grant from the widow of Ralph
Kinsey, a Wooster alumni, allowing
for the $100 prize to the best poem
by a Wooster student, wffl also be
awarded. The Wooster Review.
said Allen, will be awarding-- a
second and third prize to go along
with the grant Also, the Wooster
Review will be sponsoring a fiction
contest, with the same prizes
awarded. An entries to the contests
have to be typed, double-space- d
and submitted by January 25
through the Reading and Writing
Center, said Allen. Allen thought it
appropriate that "the deadline
should faU on the birthday of Robert Burns, the great Scottish poet
whom Wooster has never honored

by celebrating the Scottish holiday
of "Bobby Burns Night" properly.
The winners will be published hi
the first issue of the Wooster Review, which, according to Allen,
should come out just in time for the
Festival. The high school submissions must be in by January 15..
The Wooster Review itself, said
Allen, is now composed of "a reading staff of
both fiction and
poetry, and a business staff of
10-1- 2.

four." Staff members can receive
k credit per semester for their
work, which includes writing for
publication.

The

Wooster Review

has already sent requests for submissions to several professional
writers, which include among othIrving, Raymond Carver,
ers. John
Robert ' Bly, Philip Lavene and
Carolyn Forehe. Two issues a year
are planned, with a third prospective one, dedicated to matters of
composition.essays, and miscellaneous writing, to supercede the
Wooster Anthology. "Anyone inter
ested in any aspect of the Wooster
Reviewu encouraged" said Professor Allen. He advised interested
persons to contact either himself in

Hosea 10:12-15- ).
Again, the

first step is an understanding of the systems which
make us both oppressor and victim.
If you decide not to fast, at least

Continued from Pag 1
relieve the overburdened Director
of Black Studies. Williams explained that the symposium scheduled later this month hopes to
"demonstrate the contributions of
Black Studies to eurricular and
institutional change In higher education."
According to Williams, who also
chairs the Symposium Planning
Committee, " At a time when black
studies across the country are fac
ing severe cutbacks and limitations, Wooster would like to reaffirm its commitment to Black
Studies and to emphasize the validity of its place in the academy."
"We wiU look at the way Black
Studies has enhanced the academy,
paying particular attention to eurricular innovation, course enrichment and the introduction of new

take some time to educate yourself.
Suggested reading: Hunger tor Justice, Jack A. Nelson; Bread for the
World. Arthur Simon.

Reached Between
College and Church
Continued from Page 1
relaHnniihin is affirmed and

o

in-elu- des

.

--

courses, concepts, theories and ma-

Dr. RusseU Is the Executive Director of the National Council for
Included among the distinguished Black Studies and is the Dean for
panel of speakers for the sympos- African American Affairs at Indiium are Mr. Tony Brown, Dr. ana University.
"
JohnneUa E. Butler, Harold Cruse,
In addition to these and other
and Dr. Joseph RusselL
guest panelists, several faculty
Brown is a publicist and author members and students from the
who is best known for Tony Wooster campus will be actively
Brown's Journal a quarterly black participating in the symposium.
studies magazine, and Public Campus attendance is strongly enBroadcasting Service program.
couraged to make a celebration of
Dr. Butler is the author of Black Black Studies a successful one.
Studies: Pedagogy and Revolution
and is the chairperson of the Department of African-America- n
Studies at Smith College.
R
Cruse is an honors professor at
the University of Michigan. He is
also the former director of the
n
and
center of

terials."
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iimui MmmnnltT for counseling
of religious affiliation.
regardless
benedescribed as being "mutually
African Studies.
,
In the Memoranaum tnetnurcn
fleiaL"
Presbyterian! is descrilbed as the "public pulpit"
Westminster
Church is recognized as "an ex-- i nn Mmmu. As a result of this
pression of the College's commit-- definition, Westminster is expected!
insuuw to invite eignt visiting preacners 10
ment as a cnurcn-reiate- a
The Church
tion, the public pulpit of the! its pulpit every year. through
this
campus, ana a propneuc voice in and nollem hone that
the College community." However, diversity of preaching, students
the Church is also a "worshipping ana tne eouege community ai uu-rinn(mffHnn" which "should seek wiU be challenged and taught by
to reach out to the wider College some of the best tneoioeicai spoxes
rnmmnnitr as well as meet the nersons of our dav.
Consider a Masters in Business Administration
of . the .resident congrega-- i In addition there are specifics ior
needs
' !.. Tk. rVillacra value th nra--l TncirfnHil annnintees to West VanderbUt University's Graduate Schc erf ManscmaSfrt Orters:
y
and Pastor!
ence of a church on campus which minster's
a financial assistance for students demonan opportunity to study at a prestigious
win minister to tne campus, ine Search (one of which is presently major university
strating need
..
Ovnivh nn the other hand, 'values working; uommniees. ineuocu-mpn- t
a
MBA
an opportunity to Hve and study in a thrivfull
time
year,
two
challenging
a
a
courtesy
some
discusses
also
commu
its ties with an intellectual
ing business, entertainment, and cultural
program tor tomorrow's business leaders
loZlstiCS
nity which adds greatly to me nmwati as well as the
center of the
experipractical
study
and
concentrated
operational!
"vitality of its community of concerning the use and
ence in accounting, finance, marketing,
For information and an application write or
costs. Oi atcuaw. ana me uiurcu organizational
faith."
behavior, operations manphone:
states
College
also
that
Section n of the Agreement lists House. The
agement, and management information
OfHcaof Admiaaion, Room 600 contribute to the systems .
the specific responsibilities and ah Tir it shallbudget
Owen Graduate School of
This year a high starting salaries and outstanding
"onnont imnliations" of the Church's annual
Management
,uw
,
church-collerelationship. To try tnat contnouuon is sei at
vanderbilt University
placement opportunities with major corNashville. Tennessee 37203 .
it has been for the past several porations throughout the U.S.
and preserve the integrity and
(615)
scholarships for proven academic achievof Westminster, the Memo vears.
ers
randum states that the Minister is The third ana last section oi me
coord!
accountable to the Session of tne Memorandum institutes "a
'
sand me information concerning Vandarbiirs Graduate School of Management!
religious
ninrrh ratherthan to the CoUeee. natinff committee - of reUgiousWaae
diverse
the
to
address
Th Minister will also be a member ffrnnn
Name
of The Religious Dimensions Com- religious' needs of the student Address.
body."
Trustees
of
mittee of the Board
.Zip.
. State.
City.
The Memorandum reoresents
along with being a member and
.
)
history
Ions?
Telephone
(
nhiorvvr nt various other eommit- - onenurnvintr sten in the
.graduation DatfiVr
r mi She nr he Is also exoected to of the relationship between; the Undergraduate College or University.
tbej
ndJCPUge
ar
Church
J;.vaiUble;to aE ember of
.

,

Symposium Commemorates
Anniversary of Black Studies

0;

New Agreement
Thit

the Reading and Writing Center, or
contact either Dave Means or Chris
Luse (ex. 2630, box 2147). Submls- sions can be made through the
Reading and Writing Center.
Professor Allen's background
undergraduate work as a
Wooster student where he was in
charge of the COW yearbook, and
graduate work at Indiana University, where he got degrees in Creative Writing and American Liter a-- r
ture, with a dissertation en Richard
Hugo. He has taught at Rust Col-lege, Ole Miss, Ball State. He calls
himself "a real gypsy scholar.'' for
he has moved four times in five ,
years. He helped to start the Indians Rights magazine, and has been
published In the North American
Review, Minnesota Review, and the ;
Best Poems at 197$. His dissertation on Hugo has been published as :
the book. We Are Called Human.
The creation of the Wooster Review
as a center for literary activity in '
Wooster should be eagerly looked
forward to, and promises to
produce a greater awareness of
modern writing; both appreciating
it and writing it
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1

Scotties Participate In Tourney
By Amy H. Weisberger
With a record of
the
Soccer Club qualified for the
Ohio Women's Intercollegiate Soc
cer league championships. They
played November 5 at Ohio State
3-3- -2,

s

y

Ss$V

'1V

University. Only the top four
teams: Ohio State University, Deni-so- n

University, Miami University
and Wooster were invited to participate.
The Scotties first game, played at
10:00 a.m., was against Ohio State,
a Division I team. Although the
Scotties fought hard they were
unable to come out on top. The
The freezing
final score was
temperatures and lack of warm-u- p
time showed in their playing during
this game. The first goal was due
to a misunderstanding of boundaries on an unlined, bumpy field.
With only three cones on the aide-linto judge by, all of the referee's calls could have been questionable. According to coach Dave
Young, the Ohio State game was a
"good game" for Wooster goalie
Carlyn Kuder, who had 29 saves.
The second game was played at
2:00 against Denison University, a
teanr with varisty status. Even
though the score was
the Scot-tie- s
improved drastically. They
made better passes and had more
than twice as many shots on goal
as in the previous game. The ball
spent much more time heading
towards the Scotties goal. Deni-son- 's
second goal was scored by an
indirect kick inside the penalty box.
0--3.

W Mater's defense

powerful

B-- W

running back,
Photograph by Mare Miller.

fall to stop a

S5-1- S.

B-- W

at be foes over the

top of the Scots' line. The Scots lost the

fame to

Scots Stung By Yellow Jackets

es

Mistakes Plague Wooster In Defeat

BY PETE BOTTI
Mistakes, such as fumbles, interceptions, and penalties, always
seem to damage the Scots' hopes
for victories. Last Saturday. Nov.
5, proved to be no exception as the
Scots 6 (2-were stung for a loss
by the OAC Red Division champi3--

ons

3)

Baldwin-Wallac-

Yellow Jack-

e

ets 4 (5--0
in their season
finale. Even if the Scots had won,
would have still been OAC Red
Division champions just by virtue
of defeating Muskingum in season
5--

B--

35-1- 6,

W

Play.

3 .yard run for Wooster's last
After Wooster blocked a B-touchdown with 7:53 remaining in punt, and recovered the ball on the
the game.
line, they drove down to the
In the passing department, Woo- B-18 yard line, where calamity
ster gained 183 yards, 106 of which hit them. Instead of possibly trimcame in the second half. B-ming the score to 5 with an
passed for 118 total yards, 105 of extra point, a Lucchese pass was
which came in the first half.
tipped and intercepted by a B-On this misty and cold day. after defender, who ran for a touchdown,
the Scots drove down to the
breaking the Scots' backs. With the
five yard line in the early part of extra point, B-led 27-- 8 with 14:37
the first quarter with the help of 36 remaining.
yard pass from Lucchese to Scott
After a B-- pass was intercepted
and a roughing the kicker penalty by Wooster's Tracy Upton on his
against B-the Scots committed a own 17 yard line, mistakes Just
costly mistake. A Lucchese pass never ceased for the Scots. Lucchwas intercepted by a
defender, ese then fumbled the ball on the
negating all possible hopes of strik- next play and B-- recovered on the
ing for a score.
13 yard line, where they scored 3
up 13-- 0 with 11:49 left plays later. With the
With B-conin the third quarter, another mis- version, B-led 35-take hurt the Scots. On a first and
On the following kickoff, Wooster
ten from the Wooster 40 yard line, got the ball and scored with the
Wooster was charged with pass help of Lucchese's 71 yard run.
interference, moving the ball to the With Lucchese's three yard run into
Wooster four, where B-conraced in the endzone and his
for the score. With the extra point, version run, the 'score stood
B-led 20-and remained finaL
After Wooster charged back the
Besides their crucial mistakes,
following series with a
another reason for their loss was 's
touchdown pass from Lucchese to
fortified defense, which stifled
Stern for a score, cutting the deficit the Scot offense through much of
to 20-- 8 with Lucchese's conversion the first half. Wooster rushed for 38
run, things started to seem brighter yards on 14 carries, and passed for
for Wooster but only for a short 77 yards, 36 of which came on Tim

his

W

50-ya- rd
W

20-1-

W

W

B-- W

W

W

W,

If the Scots could have eliminated their mistakes against B-as
well as their mistakes in previous
losses, the outcomes could have
been different, possibly resulting in
victories.
Wooster actually netted more
yardage offensively than the YelThey
low Jackets,
W,

322-25-

B--W

out-rush- ed

4.

139-13- 6,

with quarter-

back Phil Lucchese leading all ball
carriers with 78 yards rushing, 71
of which came on a run to set up

B-- W

W

W

8.

--

two-poi-

W

nt

35-1- 6,

0.

32-ya- rd

For All Your Travel Needs

Flair Travol

Consultants
Book now for

Thanksgiving and

Christmas

Call
254-650-

5

Your EURAILPASS

.headquarters
JUST OFF THE

COLLEGE CAMPUS
Registered Ohio Travel Agent
V TAa3Q5
-

4

time.

B-W-

Scott's grab.

E. Bowman St.

346

.

1-- 2,

Dry

Cleaning Service
Available:

3-5--2.

Wooster team."
Coach Young feels

that "it did
not seem like a full season because
of the forfeits but it was a good
season with lots of improvement
within the team throughout"
The women's soccer club is hoping for Varsity status next falL
This would help them financially
because things like uniforms and
vans for games would be provided
for them. Also, a paid coach would
organize games instead of students.
There is about a 90 percent chance
the Scotties will get Varsity status.
.

Scottie Trailblazers Running Well Again
BY TOM WARD

two-poi- nt

W

W

.

Coach Young feels that again, goalie Kuder had a "good game", and
also that Cynthia Burns "stood
out" at fullback. He states that in
the Denison game, "Everybody as
a team probably had their best
game."
This tournament marked the end
of the season for women's soccer.
The final record for this season was
When reflecting on the entire
season, most players agree that it
was a "frustrating" season but
they "got a lot out of it" Team
captain and four year veteran Mar-jor- ie
Molder feels that "although
we lost some games that we would
have liked to have won, and we had
two out of four home games forfeited to us, we finished strong. Wt
finished in fourth place out of nine
teams; some being Division I and
some having varsity status. We
continually impressed the coaches
of opposing teams with our little

Last Thursday, November 3, the
Women's Cross Country team took
to their home turf for the last time
this season. The Scottie Trailblazers faced a real challenge in
powerful M alone College.
Coach Craig Penney was not
expecting his runners to beat this
NAIA school, but hoped the team
would force a competitive race.
Penney was pleased by how well
the team "ran as a pack." "Our
top five runners were within one
minute 15 seconds of each other,"
he added.
Lis Moran led the women runners
in with a time of 21:15, and captured fifth place overall. Becky
Pickett sixth place, raced through
the tough Wooster' course in 21:30.
Theresa De Guzman snagged the
comeback runner award. DeGux-ma- n
did not finish in the Centennial
meet but against M alone she ran a
fine race, 22:05 (seventh place).

Amy Smith played DeGusman's
shadow and crossed the line at
22:06 (eighth place).
Amy Cflimburg. 22:26, twelfth
place, Jean DanowsH, 22:35, 13th
place, and Kathy Lovell, 22:45, 14th
place, composed the second pack of

Scottie runners.
Tomorrow the Trailblazers travel
to Albion, Michigan for the Regional Qualifiers. Twelve schools from
Ohio, Indiana, and Michigan will be
competing. Including Wooster's old
friends Kenyon, Denison and Ober-li-

n.

Penney stated in reference to the
qualifiers, "I'm excited about it
probably the toughest competition
we will run against all year."
Penney will take six runners and
one alternate up to Albion, where
they will need "a good team effort"
to gain the meet Only the first
place teamt and that team's top
two runners qualify for national
competition.
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Cagers Defeated
0
By Smith

Volleyball Finishes 2nd Id Conference
15-1-

3.

20-1- 5

9.

9.

5.

7,

es

11-1-5,

6--

to win the second game 1 and
the third. 15-was Wooster's final regular
season record. When asked about
the team overall. Coach Stockham
said that for a young team with so
many members who weren't used
to playing so much, they did welL
After all Wooster did finish 2nd in
the CAC and won the GLCA Championship. She also said that the
team should improve over the
next two years if the members
stick together and play well. Inconsistency was definitely the biggest
problem this year.
.
Tomorrow Wooster travels to
Ohio Northern for the CAC Tournament, Wooster is seeded second
and faces Kenyon first and then
possibly Oberlin, tough Muskingum
and hopefully Ohio Northern in the
"
final.

By Carolyn Matthews
The volleyball team's regular
teason ended last week. They split
their last four games.
On Tuesday November 1 they
defeated conference rivals Denison
and Kenyon. The team played well
as they romped over both teams.
15-The victory
Denison fell 15-over Kenyon was even more decisive 15-- and 15-Those victories assured the Scot-tia 2nd place finish in the
Centennial Athletic Conference behind Ohio Northern.
The wins over Denison and Kenyon were nice but the team finished
the season on a losing note. On
Saturday November 5, they lost to
both Ashland and Dayton.
It was a heartbreaking loss to
but
Division I Dayton.
the team played very welL It was
against Division n Ashland that the
Scotties played inconsistently. They
won the first game 15--4, and were
up 0 in the second. Then they let
up and didn't keep applying pressure. Ashland gained the momentum and never let up. They went on

-

13-1-5,

'

-

By Judy Skwlertz
Last Friday the Wooster Scotties
hosted the first round of Nationals
with a game against ninth ranked
.

Smith College. The Scotties were
soundly beaten by a final score of
Smith controlled the whole game
with quick, precise passing, fast,
hard shots and energy which put
Wooster in the mud. The Unicorns
with the
the Scotties,
defense not being able to hold out
6--0.

against such an onslaught, letting
three go by in the first half and
three in the second.
Wooster did get to the shooting
circle many times with Carol Martin getting four shots on goal and
Aggie Belt. Julie Schubert, and Deb
Bianco getting three each. But the
Scotties could not control the game
long enough to get the ball in the
cage.
With that loss the final record for
the Women's Field Hockey team is
and with such a young team
(only two starters will be lost to
graduation) they will be worth
keeping an eye on next season.
9-3-

4--
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The World
According To Wardy

-

Soaewnerv tu 'tbt World of Sport:

In today's world of sport there are athletes, and then there
are athletes.
.
Somehow it is hard to imagine pudgy pitcher Fernando
Valenzuela challenging (much less surviving) the powerful
swells of the San Fransisco Bay. Or how about picturing
chunky golfer Craig Stadler perched delicately on a Fuji
twelve-speeEven without a bike a prairie dog could beat
this Walrus across 112 miles of desert. Then there is
Cincinnati Bengal fullback Pete Johnson all 280 pounds of
him, 40. of which Richard Simmons would not be proud of.
Just pretend Johnson did survive 26.2 miles of steaming
pavement on foot, who would his next, appointment be
with Trapper John M.D. or Quincy.
Don't get me wrong, the majority of professional football,
baseball, basketball, hockey, and tennis players attempt to
take good care of their bodies during the season and offseason.
But to participate in the fastest growing sport in America
you need more than a good body. In this sport there is no
room for the athlete who cannot fit into bis uniform because
of added cellular tissue. This intense sport has hypnotized-quarter of a million amateur, athletes, male and female, who
stretching the athletic potential,.
believe in two principles
of their anatomy to the limit, and pain.
The Triathlon, the ultimate challenge of physical fitness, . ,
has replaced the marathon for determining who the greatest
athletes in America' reallyareT Even Jane Fo'fida would have
,
.
trouble finishing this beauty.
The i Hawaiian Ironmani Triathlon (thecgrandaddy of .
agony) has existed since 1978. In this race the athlete must
swim 2.4 miles in the rugged Pacific Ocean, bike 112 miles
through volcano country, and then run a marathon around
steaming lava flows. During the contest the athlete has time
only to break for a change of clothes and a few bananas. And.
the sultry Hawaiian sun makes the athlete feel like he or ' she .
.
.
is inside an Amana Radarange.
But the course itself is not as impressive as the effort
given by these awesome athletes. This years Hawaiian
Triathlon men's champion Dave Scott finished the race in
. nine hours, five minutes, and 57. seconds. .This a, tremendous...
time considering that six years ago the men's champion
finished in approximately 20 hours.
. .
he drives
Just as amazing is Scott's daily workout which pride
and
himself through in preparation for these tests of
guts. Scott rises at 6:30 a.m. and runs ten to IS miles. Feeling .,
refreshed, he bikes a mere 75 miles, after which he trains
heavily with weights. Finally. Scott takes a little dip in the
pool (because he hasn't quite worked off those 8.000 calories)
and swims three miles. Combining the' entire workout Scott
trains 55 hours weekly.
It is hard to imagine what compels Scott, and others Uke
But then
him. to drive himself dally through this workout.
of
again Scott exercises more in one day than the populace
New Jersey does in one year. And the majority of forty year
to
old businessmen on Wall Street won't; Uve long enough
'
'
,
:
spend all their big bills.
w
not
Doctors feel there is no reason why a triathlete should
live 90 years, or even 100. The muscles of ' these athletes have ;
become extremely efficient because of increased enzyme'
activity which allows glucose to convert into energy faster.
races scheduled
With over 1.000 of these
popular sporting ;
for 1984, the Triathlon may, be the most more,
or should I
phenemenon since Cheryl Tiegs fishnet and
say less, appeared in Sports Illustrated.
,
Anyone who views these athletes on television, is overunbelief. When many
whelmed by feelings of admiration and thy-pok
more, dead
of these athletes cross the finish line
......
alive.
than
4
But we who watch these amateur athletes can learn from
their endeavors. Whether the athlete finishes first or crawls
The
across the finish line in 23 hours makes no difference.unsurshow u
determination and courage these athletes
sporting
professional
passed by very few athletes in the
and
world. These athletes bake their skin, spill their blood,
'
push their bodies to the limit just to do it.
sport. But a
Perhaps it is only a crazy,
often :
triathlete betrays a part of the human character that isability
numbed by today's complex and confusing world he
to set a major goal, struggle with overwhelming barriers,
overcome these barriers, and gain the goal. And if raging
waves of salt water, burning desert heat, and lonely miles of
crude terrain are not incredible barriers. I do not know what
are.
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Wooster'i Carol Martin drives downfield against Smith CoUege. Photograph by Cheryl Lower.
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You fit this equation if you:

have a good academic record. No specific major required.

are committed to a career in management.
effective communication skills.
wish to attend an AACSB accredited MBA program.
--

" have
.

Our admissions representative will be on campus
Thursday, November 17 and would like to meet you.
Sign up for an Interview In your placement office.
University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA 15260
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Continued from Page 2
based on facts. The negative team
was the one that offered many of
its arguments with no foundation
other than impassioned pleas. They
continued to tell us of the evil of the
Soviet Union and hailed the greatness of American morality. This
approach seems to me to be the
epitome of simplistic sloganing.
I will admit that the freeze is not

without problems and perhaps
could use some refinement; however, Mr. Seidel seems unable to
comprehend these complexities.
His first attack on the freeze was
another restatement of the numbers game. He tried to link the
number of newly introduced Soviet
weapons with Soviet tactical superiority while failing to understand
the fundamental issue of the nuclear age. Nuclear weapons are deter-en- ts
to the use of nuclear weapons
by the other side. They were and
still are never meant to be used.
Even the Kremlin acknowledges
that a nuclear war would mean the
end of civilization as we know it
(This is something that our current
administration has yet to recog-

nize.)
The United States has the ability
to deter a Soviet attack now. As
long as we can inflict unacceptable
damages on the Soviet Union with
our nuclear strength, we have
enough. Even if all of our land
based missiles and half of our
submarines (which are currently
undetectable) were destroyed in a
Soviet first strike, the United States
would still have enough warheads
to retaliate and cause unacceptable

damages.
Seidel' s next argument is that
our national security would be best
served if we build up our nuclear
capability and thereby force the
Soviets to remove some of their
tactical weapons. Proponents of

this philosophy argue that eventually the net numbers of nuclear
warheads could be decreased. They
call this a "build down" program.
This strategy has another name
Nuclear Proliferation.
The history of the last three
weeks agrees with me. As plans for
the deployment of the Pershing
missiles in Europe were finalized,
the Kremlin announced that it
would deploy missiles in at Germany and Czechoslovakia. Some build
down you have there, Mr. Seidel.
Just imagine, once the START
philosophy affects all of us, regular
new deployments of new nuclear
weapons could become commonplace. The horrifying fact behind
these two new deployments is that
now each side will soon have missiles capable of hitting targets on
the other side in less than ten
minutes. This is insufficient time to
tell if a potential attack is real or
merely a flock of geese; accidental
war is a real possibility.
Finally, we do not need to trust
the Soviets, or support their theory
of government in order too want a
freeze. Soviet violations of a freeze
can be detected without on site
inspections. The Job of detection
actually becomes easier because
presently our satellites must detect
very specific activities that are
illegal under current treaties.
With a freeze, detection becomes
less complex because any new development or deployment is illegal.
I, too, do not feel any affinity for
the policies of the Soviet Union;
however, these policies do not affect my love of life so much so that
I cannot affirm the intelligent and
pragmatic alternative to nuclear
war that the freeze offers. Partisan
politics and survival do not always

Applications are now being accepted to;

assume the editorship of this year's
C83 '84) Index

Name

Please submit your application to
Henry Herring, English Department,
via Campus Mail.
Include in your application:

:
:

Continued from Page 2
In response to your feelings oh
the coolness crusade why pick on
the more active campus community? Ichabods is hot as an oven and
someone is trying to remedy the
problem. Gee that's swell, in my
opinion.
Tom, I think you've cornered the
market on meaningless criticism.
Did you sit on a tack or something?
Try turning your bed around so you
can get out on the right side
(versus the 'wrong' side). And an-

I

i
:

Home Address
Class year at the college
History of past experience
Brief essay of why you would like
the position

.

:
:

Deadline for all applications is

Wednesday,
November 16
Applications submitted after this deadline
will not be considered

Changes
Questioned

j

Editorial
Criticized

j
j

other thing, the game room has
way too many video games, I
demand more pinball machines!
Don't be swayed to the dark side
of the force, go with the Jedi, cause
it's American.

v I

Peter Parker Lawson
Boz2097

Witness Rebuts Story

Continued from Past 2
Continued from Page 3
the principles by which they oper
new
ate. Dissonant
ideas it seems the truth rather than writing sensaare harder to palate when they hit tionalism and libeL Ifr. Undercuffler
neglected to contact the victims of
home.
And what about the seniors: who the fire about the article, let alone
will be leaving Wooster this spring interview them for. an accurate
to enter into a somewhat ruthless story. However, he was very sucjob market? What are some of the cessful at commending Security for
kinds of things that they will come responding to the incident like heup against? You got it!
seniority, roes.
If truth be told by Undercuffler,
priority, favoritism, nepotism and
all those other wonderful "real it ended after he wrote about the
surprise party that took place in
world" things.
It's not that I, or any upperelass-me- n the room. The students who detectfor that matter, an insensitive ed the fire and extinguished it
to the tribulations of freshman received no recognition; what they
life; quite the contrary. I nave all got was more of a slap In the face
the empathy in the world for our rather than a pat on the back.
Thanks to students Joel Comer,
Kevin If. Weeks freshman class. Indeed, the psychoPhil Diggs, Jack Whiteford, and
logical impact of assimilating ones
Box
elf into a new environment can at residents of Second L. necessary
times be devastating. But in the actions were taken: the alarm was
same vein, being an upperclassman sounded, the building was evacuatcan be just as, if not more taxing ed, and the fire was extinguished.
The fire was put out by students
on one's mind and body.
If I am to be accused of desiring Diggs and Whiteford, not Security
seniority over my underclassmen Officers Grubbs and Nester. The
then so be it I need only say that Wooster Fire Department did not
the same administration that arrive on the scene until at least
wishes to undermine seniority twenty minutes after the alarm
among the students has led a good was sounded.
seniori. Due to lack of knowledge or poor
example of incentive-base- d
ty themselves. Apparenlty, I have grammer (sic), the article implies
been better educated then they that there were flames shooting out
the window. I find this very hard to
would have led me to expect
Ifae Squier believe, the fire was next. to the
Box
door and the only window is in the

mix.

C-30-

-
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One low pike.

C-27-

opposite corner- of the room. In?
order for flames to have been
shooting out the window the fire
would have had to have been much'
larger, in which ease there would
have been much more damage. I
agree with Officer Yund that the;
-

iuun

ure waa yrvumuif

uj a

candle burning on a bookshelf;
however, I disagree with the d
scription of how much damage wa
done. Naturally, the bookshelf wa:
destroyed along with some miscel
laneous objects, but I know that th
damage was not as extensive as thi
article suggested. The damag
would have been much more exten
sive if the students mentioned ha
not acted accordingly.
Lastly, I would like to mentior
that I have known the occupants
for the past fourteen months. Ir
this time I have been in their room
quite often and I can honestly say
that I have never seen a lit candle
in their room. Yund's insinuation
that the occupants burned candle:
often was insulting, inaccurate, anc
unnecessary.
A retraction on the front page of
the Voice is not only appropriate
but necessary. Perhaps Undercut
fler should learn to investigate i
story before rushing off to the
I
presses.
Rosalind Waskow
-

:

-
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Freeze Position Defended
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